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Aims

Method

To collect data on the proportion of
repeat CT scans undertaken for HN
patients
undergoing
radical
radiotherapy. To evaluate the factors
resulting in the repeat scan, and
together with a review of the current
literature in this field, provide
recommendations to inform a local
adaptive radiotherapy
strategy for HN cancer
patients.

A
retrospective
audit
was
undertaken for all HN patients
treated with 6 weeks of
radiotherapy between 2015 - 2016.
Data was collected on any HN
patient requiring a rescan during
treatment. Tumour site, time point
of rescan and outcome following
rescan were all collected
for analysis.

Figure 1 – weekly CBCT.
Pink scan is the original
planning CT and Green is
the current Image. This
image shows contour
change due to weight loss
and nodal reduction.

Background

During radiotherapy (RT) for Head and Neck (HN) cancer patients, it is common for
changes to occur in patient positioning and external body contour. The reasons
include decrease in tumour or nodal volumes and weight loss1 (see figure 1 – CBCT of
contour change). These changes impact on set-up accuracy and risk potential
geographical miss due to the highly conformal dose distributions of IMRT.2 Often
patients require repeat CT scans and re-plans to assess and adjust for these changes
which introduces unpredictable workload for pre-treatment and medical physics
teams. The national adaptive radiotherapy strategy acknowledges the challenges of
the HN cohort and recommends developing a local protocol according to equipment
characteristics3. This poster displays the initial work undertaken towards the
development of a local protocol.

Results

Recommendations

45% of patients undergoing chemoRT required a
rescan compared to 17% who received RT alone.

Time point of 2nd CT scan

Literature supports our finding that those
requiring a 2nd CT scan are patients with
oropharynx cancer and locally advanced
disease undergoing chemoRT. This subgroup
of patients could benefit from a prescheduled 2nd CT scan4-6.
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The table shows sites treated. 45% of oropharynx
patients required a rescan, accounting for 45 of
the 74 rescanned in a 2 year period.
Site
Oropharynx
Oral Cavity
Larynx
Hypopharynx
Parotid & salivary glands
Nasal cavity & paranasal sinus
Unknown primary
Nasopharynx
Total

Total Population No. requiring
treated
2nd CT Scan
99
45
30
6
21
4
18
6
13
5
11
2
7
4
3
2
202
74 (36.8%)

The two main reasons for rescan requests were
weight loss (57%) and set-up error (22%)
observed on the weekly CBCT imaging.
All re-scans underwent a dose check with the
original treatment plan however only 38%
required a re-plan.
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The average time point in literature for a 2nd
CT scan was between 3-4 weeks during RT; a
week earlier than our findings. This could be
due to our reactive response to contour
change; therefore we need to explore
optimum time point of the pre-scheduled CT
scan4-6.
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Not all patients required a re-plan which is
similar to current literature. Therefore we
recommend continued data collection with
change in practice implemented to establish
impact on pre-treatment and medical
physics6.
Contact Info:
I am keen to hear from others and share ideas for best practice.
Please do get in touch with any comments or questions or if you
would like a PDF copy of this poster:
Joanne Osborn, Head and Neck Advanced Practitioner
Tel.: 023 8120 5442 Email: joanne.osborn@uhs.nhs.uk

